110 years since the birth of Eternal President Kim Il Sung.
Juche, the structure of a successful socialist system.
Juche is not just a promising ideological structure, it is not just another scientific theory that we
just have to study in an educational context. The Juche is a living organism that deconstructed
the old world in long-suffering Korea and created the conditions that allowed the country to
evolve and thrive in an extremely aggressive environment.
Eternal President Kim Il Sung realized because of his intellect and perspicacity that DPR Korea
has to face two enemies and not one. We know imperialism, it is in its nature and identity its
expansionism, wars, dictatorships and massacres.
The second enemy, however, was not in the mood to introduce himself to us. It grew, swelled
and in its final form reacted and attacked. This enemy was dealt with complete success only by
the Worker's Party of Korea which was and is in a constant ideological vigilance. This enemy is
none other than the counter-revolution.
It penetrated the roots of the socialist countries, exterminating from within every revolution and
progressive force, causing the enormous upheaval that humanity experienced about 30 years ago.
When the world labor movement was defeated in Korea, the working class guarded the party and
its structure, fighting for a strong and independent economy and for a strong and independent
national defense.
DPR Korea, under the leadership of Eternal President Kim Il Sung, "dressed" in the armor of
self-reliance and created a socialist paradise with capabilities comparable to the largest military
forces on the planet. The country's military and economic power is of double value because these
two key sectors succeeded in an environment of formidable sanctions, sanctions that a typical
western country would endure for a few days before collapsing like a paper tower.
But Juche is not just an economic model. We can talk for hours about Juche's ideological
structures but this will not make real sense if we do not look closely at the current social
structure of the people of Korea. How people live with each other, how through Kim Il Sung's
high ideals a special and powerful social web has been created that has suppressed selfishness,
individualism and mental corruption.
One only has to compare the social structure of DPR Korea and any western country. That's
enough to get the answers he seeks on Juche's supremacy. This is our most powerful weapon
today, the most powerful of all nuclear weapons. It is the love of the people for the homeland, it
is the crystalline way of life proposed and implemented by the Worker's Party of Korea, it is the
natural leadership of the whole of Korea whose heart beats in the glorious Pyongyang.
That is why today, I have the honor to ask for your kind permission to proceed with the
establishment of the Juche Idea Study group of Greece. I ask for your trust to officially start the

fight to dissemination Juche's ideas in Greece. There is a ready and strong structure that comes
from the Korean Friendship Association Greece. I will use this structure to make the Juche Idea
study group of Greece a strong start.

Thank you very much.
Periklis Karalis Official Delegate of KFA Greece
Ioannina city 25/3/2022

